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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will begin by outlining the small pilot study I have been conducting this year on sharemilkers in the Waikato region as a transient populationThis is a University funded project which began this year– with a view to broadening analyses and areas of researchAnd this study also Addresses the lack of dairy industry focus in the NZ cultural geography contextWaikato is considered to be a prime dairy industry area so it’s a good place to begin and sharemilking is largely unique to NZ. There is very little written about farming identities which have few permanent connections to land



Introduction
• What is sharemilking? – landless and mobile 

farming practices

• ‘Gypsy Day’ – 1 June

• More-than human rural studies approach 
combined with mobilities framework

• Active methods – ‘farming with’ comparing sitting 
at a table to being on farm

• Preliminary findings



Sharemilking in NZ
• Contractual arrangement developed over time 

that shares the costs and benefits of operating 
a diary farm

• Figures from 2002: 37% dairy farms operate 
sharemilking contracts which produce 42% of 
NZ’s milk – worth close to NZD$9 billion 
(Buchanan 2002)

• The average operation milks 285 cows

• Gypsy Day – 1st June 
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Presentation Notes
There are two main types of sharemilking contracts: 1: Variable Order which is an arrangement where the sharemilker usually provides no livestock and minimal machinery but has day-to-day managerial and operation responsibility; and 2 herd owning sharemilkers provide the livestock and all mobile machinery – this is called 50/50 sharemilking and the type that I have drawn data from as I was interested in people who move themselves and often their livestockAnecdotally, half of sharemilkers complete a normal three year contract and continue for another term or renew contracts annuallyMoving Day is always 1 June whereby the sharemilkers have to complete the move by midday, allowing for the new sharemilkers to arrive. Needless to say it is a hectic day as everything goes, right down to fencing standards. 



Non-human rural studies 
approach
• The countryside is more-than human 

(Whatmore 2003) and complex

• ‘Culturenature’ and hybridity of cows and 
farming questions sharp distinctions between 
social and non-social (natural/material)

• Yarwood and Evans (2000) a sharper focus on 
livestock-human nexus can contribute to 
current thinking in rural studies and agricultural 
geographies
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Presentation Notes
Philo and Wilbert, Philo and Wolch, Wolch and Emel – bringing the animals “back in’ to geography”Farms, cows, working-dogs and sharemilkers share a co-constitutional relationship which craft the spaces of transient farming in the WaikatoThis study de-couples farming practices from static notions of place embracing a rootless and mobile framework more attuned to conceptualisations of urban populations



Mobilities and 
assemblages

• I stress the combined movements of people, objects, 
animals and information in all of their ‘complex 
relational dynamics’ (Sheller 2011).

• Farmers and farm workers may experience moments 
of liberation and constraint within their mobile 
existence

• Highlighting a cascade of mobilities at different scales 
which are entangled in the multitude of technological 
and non-human assemblages [moorings]
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Cascade of mobilities: From the modest journeys of the everyday [shed and back] to the upheaval of complete farm movesMoorings – sheds, effluent ponds, races, shade trees, roads, power supply, troughsAssemblages: tractors, crops, motorbikes, fences, gumboots, milking and vet equipment, stock trucks, grain feed, trailers etc. 



Methods

• Attention and 
commitment  to a 
feminist/ active/ 
embodied methodology

• Traditional semi-
structured interviews

• Farm interviews – in situ 
research, going-along 
with…

• Solicited dairies and self-
directed photography

• Media dissemination
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Presentation Notes
Taking a cue from Longhurst et al. – using the body as an instrument of research so I can include the politics of position in research, emotional, visceral, affective geographies of farming practices and movingI have conducted indepth interviews with one farmer before, during and after moving (about 30kms away in the same area of the Waikato)



Before, during, after: 
Gypsy Day 2016



In the shed, on the bike, 
out the back 
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Experiencing a ‘Gypsy Day’ (2016) Before, during, after



Preliminary notes:
• Sharemilkers move around but often try and stay in a 

similar part of the country
• Hours of work averages between 70 per week year 

round (Blunden et al. 1997)
• There can be 40-100 applicants for a single contract –

competitiveness of the industry
• You can have both good and bad relationships with a 

landowner but there is often vulnerability around 
contract renewal or not 

• Pete: “We walk a fine line everyday and even though 
you have a perfectly good working relationship, money 
talks and landowners can sell-up for a multitude of 
different reasons”
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Presentation Notes
A lot of the conversations during interviews have touch on precarity of the contract nature of being a sharemilkerMost of the power resides with the landownerSharemilkers are considered to be far more vulnerable to economic fluctuationsThey can find themselves out of a job with a carefully built up and purpose-bred herd worth little on the current marketSometimes sharemilkers out of lack of options are forced to take a contract that is less than ideal or farm on land that is considered to be marginalContemporary sharemilkers are often in contract with non farming landowners (i.e. corporate or share owners in land).



Moving
• Moves are emotionally, economically and physically 

stressful on everyone concerned incl. animals
Michael and Sonya: 
“It’s a hugely stressful time, it’s shifting house, family, 
business, cows and equipment, so it’s not just packing 
everything into boxes, it’s the entire upheaval of all 
earthly possessions” 

• Need support from 
friends and family 



Gender roles 
• Sharemilking labour is traditionally conceptualised as a 

family-based unit
• The female partner mostly raises the children, keeps 

the house and nurtures and feeds the calves during 
calving

• More women are having an active role in finance and 
running the sharemilking business, however, women 
sharemilkers/farmers are rare

• Pete: “I’ve missed out on a lot of jobs because my 
partner is not on the farm feeding calves, looking after 
the house and grounds and feeding me three meals a 
day, they absolutely do make those assumptions!”
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Presentation Notes
Assumptions: that a female partner is necessary for stability and cleanliness and order – her job is to nurture and enable the farmer to do his job!It is not unusual to bump up against judgemental and archaic views of landowners



Cows need to settle in to 
a new place
• Cows have hierarchies and friends
• It takes 2-3 times into each paddock before the cows 

settle into a farm
• Pete: “one of the hardest parts is actually getting to 

know the farm, the good calving paddocks, the wet 
paddocks, all that sort of thing”

• Changing terrain can be difficult…
Michael: “We had a major disaster, we had some cows 
congregate into a hole and we lost the whole lot of them, 
there was nothing we could do to save them, it was 
awful. Those first days you need to check on them all the 
time”



• Sharemilkers display a complex and shifting 
relationship with their herd, torn between 
genuinely liking cows as animals and economic 
decisions

• There is often an attachment to a particular 
place/area which increases the desire to win 
the contract – emotion without ownership

• Sharemilking is challenging and volatile as 
contracts can be complicated and rest on open 
communication and good-will which is not 
always achieved

Pilot Study summary



Moving on: possible
questions/themes for further 
exploration

• What are the challenges of being transient in 
the dairy industry?

• How can small rural communities stay 
invigorated and maintain jobs for youth within 
transient framings?



Health and well being, does 
it include sharemilkers?
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Presentation Notes
Do rural health initiatives work? What can be improved?Who gets missed when we talk about ‘the dairy industry’?



Questions?
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